Biden’s Race To The Bottom
With The Great Reset

This article does not acknowledge Technocracy but it does identify
Global Totalitarianism that is being eagerly embraced by the Biden
Administration. A top-to-bottom rework of American society will allow
Technocracy to grow deep roots into the foundations of our nation. ⁃ TN
Editor
As of this writing, more than 104 million people
have contracted coronavirus worldwide, and nearly 2.5 million have
died. In the United States, more than 450,000 deaths have been
attributed to the Wuhan Flu. In a better world, the Chinese communist
thugs who lied about both the origins and the severity of the pandemic
would be treated as the international pariahs they have proven
themselves to be. In this one, an equally contemptible bunch of
multinational corporatist thugs with oligarchic ambitions will not only
continue doing business as usual with China but will rely on Beijing as
an ally in their pursuit of what they call The Great Reset. In short, never
let a crisis — or a worldwide, society-altering catastrophe — go to waste.
“To achieve a better outcome, the world must act jointly and swiftly to
revamp all aspects of our societies and economies, from education to
social contracts and working conditions,” insists World Economic Forum
(WEF) CEO Klaus Schwab, a German octogenarian orchestrating this

elitist power grab. “Every country, from the United States to China, must
participate, and every industry, from oil and gas to tech, must be
transformed. In short, we need a ‘Great Reset’ of capitalism.”
Capitalism? A WEF-created video posted on Facebook reveals Schwab is
a bald-faced liar. Of the eight “predictions” the globalists wish to impose
on the world by 2030, the very first one gives the entire game away. It
shows the smiling face of a young man with the following caption
underneath:
“You’ll own nothing. And you’ll be happy.”
People who own nothing can be many things. A capitalist in control of
one’s own destiny isn’t any of them. And in case the message still isn’t
clear, the second “prediction” is equally telling:
“Whatever you want you’ll rent. And it will be delivered by drone.”
Rent? From whom, if nobody owns anything? The answer is simple.
While millions of people have been locked down, and while their jobs and
futures have been eviscerated, America’s billionaire class increased its
own wealth by a staggering $434 billion since the stock market began its
recovery in March. While ordinary Americans stood in food banks and
waited desperately for stimulus checks, the stock market soared. And
when, for the briefest of moments, the bounties of that stock market
accrued to the interests of smaller traders at the expense of those
billionaires, the rules of the game were altered by those for whom the
Rule of Law no longer applies.
Lawlessness — of the in-your-face variety — is the essence of The Great
Reset. And capitalism has nothing to do with any of it. “When Americans
went to buy cars, or even light bulbs and shower nozzles, they found
their choices limited by deals between government, industry, and
insurance companies,” explains columnist Angelo Codevilla. “These
entities regarded each other as ‘stakeholders’ in an oligarchic system.
But they had ever less need to take account of mere citizens in what was
becoming a republic in name only. As the 20th century was drawing to a
close, wherever citizens looked, they saw a government and governmentempowered entities over which they had ever less say, which ruled ever

more unaccountably, and whose attitude toward them was ever less
friendly.”
The 21st century has seen an exponential increase in that dynamic. For
all intents and purposes, there is no separation between the Ruling Class
elites in both political parties and their allies in Big Tech, academia,
Hollywood, and virtue-signaling corporations, all of whom have made it
clear that any dissent from their agenda will inevitably lead to one being
“un-personed,” in all its Orwellian permutations. Continued resistance
may earn one a designation as a “domestic terrorist,” even as the elites’
corporate mouthpiece, more familiarly known as the mainstream media,
has tirelessly endeavored to tie the entire bloc of 74 million Americans
who voted for Donald Trump to the handful of people who rioted at the
Capitol.
The elites’ targets include sitting Republican senators who dared to
question the integrity of the 2020 election. Senators who will now
be judged by what amounts to a Star Chamber of secret deliberations,
conducted by the Senate Ethics Committee.
In the meantime, the same Democrats who called President Trump a
“dictator” when he issued a handful of executive orders and actions are
completely sanguine with a President Joe Biden issuing 40 of them in his
first 10 days in office. When and if they actually legislate, Democrats will
attempt to use the power of the purse to effectively — and
unconstitutionally — nationalize elections to ensure the permanence of
their power.
And while coronavirus has kept Americans distracted, the real transition
to global governance with be engendered by climate change. “It might
be a good idea for President Biden to call a climate
emergency,” contends Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer, who
apparently has no problem making the legislative branch of government
increasingly irrelevant in pursuit of unassailable power. He is joined by
Climate Czar John Kerry who, despite his own predilection for private
jets, insists, “[The Great Reset] will happen with greater speed and with
greater intensity than a lot of people might imagine. In effect, the
citizens of the United States have just done a Great Reset. We’ve done a

Great Reset. And it was a record level of voting.”
One suspects a duplicitous hack like John Kerry knows full well
Americans didn’t vote for serfdom. But if he and his party’s ambitions
are realized, voting will become a largely symbolic exercise whose chief
purpose will be to maintain the illusion that people have choices — and
that the nation-state he and his fellow globalists so clearly despise still
exists.
Read full story here…

The Mysterious Case
Disappearing Influenza

Of

Ample historical data is available for cycles of influenza and its impact
on overall death rates. Technocrats have successfully buried influenza
data, and dishonestly rolled it into COVID-19 deaths. To say this is
corrupt is an understatement because tens of thousands have died

because of it.
Of course, regular influenza has not vanished. There are tests to
determine whether a sick patient has a strain of influenza or COVID-19,
but those tests are not being used or reported. Thus, every case is being
wrongly reported as COVID-19. ⁃ TN Editor
At the end of 2020 many statisticians, doctors and independent scientists
noticed something amiss about this extraordinary year. The Office of
National Statistics, Public Health England shows that the numbers for
death from influenza and those from Covid-19 are askew.
Despite the media and government pandemic presentations, we need to
step back and consider the larger picture.
Sometimes it is difficult to see the forest for the trees, but perhaps we
have succumbed to seeing a single tree and ignoring the rest of the
forest.
Is the fact that one virus has suddenly been given a name, Covid-19,
(with wildly hyped media coverage) taken our focus off the overall reality
of the annual flu season group of viruses? Has one name and media hype
highjacked our lives?
With the 2019–2020 flu season, there have been a number of reports of
Covid-19 illnesses in the UK and USA well before the end of 2020. Just
today there was a report of Covid-19 illnesses in China as early as
August, 2019. [1A]
Until the introduction of the PCR test for Covid-19 in late February,
Covid-19 cases and deaths did not exist. This gives the impression that
the virus appeared just then, while it was undoubtedly present much
earlier as part of the flu season, from numerous anecdotal reports.
Various reports indicate symptoms typical of Covid-19 in the U.S. as
early as November–December, 2019 and likely even earlier.
With growing attention given to the virus and the increasing availability
of PCR testing, we started receiving regular accounts of the number
“cases” of the virus. Stepping back a bit and looking at general numbers
and ignoring the contentious PCR accuracy regarding positive and

negative cases, we see an overall pattern that is very similar to past flu
seasons. Cases of flu-like illness generally start in October/November
and last until March or April in the UK [1].
The observation can be made that this fairly well describes the
2019–2020 flu season, including Covid-19. The 2019–2020 Covid-19
death numbers appear as a spike because there was no PCR test until
about the middle of the flu season, giving the impression that Covid-19
physically appeared late in the season. No, the test appeared late in the
season. Despite the testing results, the UK government actually declared
the pandemic over in March, but then, oddly, imposed a lockdown a
week or two later.
The government declaration of the pandemic’s end can be considered
innocently valid and devoid of politics. The advent of lockdowns and
more could then be considered political. [So often, when an event
occurs, the first observations prove to be the most honest, while the spin
and changes come later.]
Much confusion has been generated by different accounting systems
regarding illnesses and deaths. There are disparities in the cause of
death, whether with the virus or without, and with an over reliance on
the PCR test. In addition, many Covid-19 cases were diagnosed solely
from symptoms, ignoring the fact that such symptoms are often seen
during the flu season.
The observation that some people loose their sense of smell and taste
with Covid-19 clearly ignores that these effects occur in every flu season,
but now people are told that this is diagnostic for Covid-19. [Dogs are
animals and can have spots, but all spotted animals are not dogs.]
We have always taken these symptoms in stride and happily waited until
our senses returned. Suddenly, these symptoms are unique and
diagnostic of Covid-19. It simply defies reality. If they suddenly reported
that you could get a flesh-eating disease from a hang-nail, we would
suddenly start considering every incipient hang-nail as a life-threatening
event, when, in fact, they are not.
No careful lines have been defined to tell whether deaths have been due

to a single virus, multiple viruses, comorbidities (conditions already
burdening an individual’s health), or a virus with complications, such as
pneumonia. Bacterial pneumonia often has a chance to take hold when
one’s lungs are compromised by a flu-type illness. [Note that subsequent
pneumonia is not a comorbidity.] Curiously deaths from influenza in the
US have recently dropped to about zero; more on this below. [2]
Making our understanding of illness and death in the UK and other
regions more difficult are the inclusion of diagnoses determined solely
by the PCR test and others solely by symptoms. It is very clear that the
traditional symptoms of cold and influenza broadly overlap those of
Covid-19, thus making definitive diagnoses very difficult. Add to this the
purported rate of false positives from the PCR test (now +97% according
to the WHO) [3] and accounting of nonlethal “cases” becomes what they
call “problematic.”
To really eliminate the many possible confusions and conditions that can
be placed on death rates and possible death causes, it is useful to step
back and look at the overall death rate, from all causes, for a country or
state. The focus here is on the UK, but the US also provides some
guidance. [4]
First, the concept of a pandemic needs to be addressed. A pandemic is
the movement of a disease, bacterial or viral, that moves around the
world and has a higher than normal damaging effect. Until recently this
was described as a higher than normal mortality. The definition has been
changed at WHO’s website such that the flu season is now a pandemic
despite death rates being within a normal range. [5] (It is also curious
that the definition of herd immunity originally included the benefits of
natural and vaccinated immunity, but the definition now only includes
vaccinated immunity. Very curious.)
Flu season viruses move around the world every year, largely deriving
from farms in Southeast Asia where flu-type viruses are exchanged and
hybridized between fish, pigs, and chickens and eventually transmitted
to farmers, thus starting the next round of viruses for the annual newlydefined “pandemic.” From teaching Environmental Science, I learned
that there has been an effort to break this chain of virus evolution by

encouraging farmers to specialize in only one major livestock, thus
decreasing viral exchanges between these species. This virus
hybridization (mixing) is the source of the H#N# marker recombinations
that vaccine labs try to detect early for each new flu season and then
attempt to offer appropriate vaccines.
The flu season in the tropics is actually all year round and, because of
the humidity, virus transmission is low but constant. However, in the
more temperate regions, transmission blossoms when Fall arrives and
people start spending more time indoors, in a relatively closed
environment, and closer to each other.
It is a bit counter intuitive that humidity (which goes with warm
temperatures) decreases transmission rates. It is a good deal in the
tropics, sunlight on clear days kills viruses and humidity is always on the
job. Small water droplets containing virus, from speaking, coughing,
sneezing, and even breathing, tend to gain weight under humid
conditions and fall to the ground more quickly than under dry conditions.
Flu season in the Southern hemisphere appears to mirror the Northern
hemisphere, but flu viruses are likely introduced to the south by air
travel during their summer and, thus, possibly starts and dilutes their
six-month later flu season over a longer period.
For all of this, it is very difficult to see the forest for the tree (Covid-19,
highlighted by the PCR test), but one statistic that sums up and ignores
all the various causes of death and various biases in categories is the
overall death rate of a country or state [4], such as the UK, which is a
well-defined population with good reporting capabilities. [6]
There are some interesting aspects to death rates. Again, from Env. Sci.
teaching, when a heat wave hits a city, as happened in Paris a number of
years ago, the death rate rises as people succumb to the physiological
burden of heat. However, after the heat wave is gone, the death rate
tends to dip below normal for a time. This indicates that the heat wave
took people who were already very frail and likely to die in the near
future, in a couple of weeks or months, the old “one foot in the grave,”
which is not an inaccurate description in many cases..

With cold snaps, there is also a spike in the death rate, but after it is
over, there is no dip in the death rate, as it goes back to normal. This is
because cold does not discriminate and kills all ages. Heat tends to
impose a physiological burden on those already heavily burdened, but
cold is a much simpler core temperature problem that is a critical
problem for all ages.
That said, is there anything we can learn by comparing the death rates
from the last year of “the Covid” and previous years? Focusing mainly on
the UK as a single, well-defined population and putting aside all
reporting bias and possible cause of death confusions, what do the
overall death rates tell us?
It has been speculated, not unreasonable, that many more people died
from Covid-19 at home, fearful, unwilling, unable to go to hospital, and
thus not counted in the Covid death total. However, overall deaths in
the UK in the last year would also include those who died at home.
Overall deaths effectively eliminates all biased death factors and
includes deaths not immediately reported.
The excess total deaths for the UK show a well-defined peak in the 2nd
quarter of 2020, from mid-March to mid-May. Looking at the age breakdown, it is clear that those over 45 and particularly over 65 were most
susceptible to whatever virus or viruses of the flu season were making
people ill. The rest of the year showed a low (normal) death rate that
was low until Fall, when the new flu season arrived, which showed then
a broader peak more similar to a flu season. [1]
It is a realism that every year more people have aged or developed
infirmities that make them susceptible to a flu-like illness and/or
complications. The fact that there is an annual peak does not indicate
unusual illness or mortality; it’s the flu season that we have had for
many years.
We need to resist the temptation to think that we are seeing something
new in our world. By the same token, with a focus on flu-type infections
and the elderly, it is easy to conclude just from the effective hyping of
such deaths that many people are dying.

Elderly with complications die from complications all year round, just
more in the flu season and this is very usual. It is curious that suddenly
the public has been sensitized to the elderly death rate, as if it was a
new thing. Suddenly, a virus is singling out the elderly, while, in fact, the
elderly are always at risk, while the risk to other age groups varies from
season to season.
It is also clear that the overall death rate in 2020 was exceeded by the
five years of 1999-2003. [2] I need to define the death rate here, as it is
based on the deaths per thousand people, which eliminates the fact that
populations were lower in earlier years. It’s a given that larger
population might have a higher death total from a given disease, but not
a higher death rate. Diseases work on the susceptible individuals of a
population and, thus, it is a proportion of the population that becomes ill
or dies. [6]
That said, how does the death rate in the UK for 2020 compare to
previous years? It is clear that the death rate in the UK for 2020 was not
exceptional compared to previous years [4]. How can that be? If you
have Covid-19 as well as influenza killing people, what is going on? An
observation has been made that, for some mysterious reason, influenza,
as of April in the US, dropped to zero and continues at zero in the latest
flu season. [6]
In light of the apparent missing influenza, claims have been made that
masking, distancing, and lockdowns were completely effective against
influenza, but then there is no talk about its failure in stopping Covid-19,
which is a virus of the same size and transmission mode.
Then, we are told that Covid is still around because people are not
masking and such properly, which means influenza should also still be
around in the US. Since these are infectious viruses, how can these
restrictions be effective against one virus and not the other? It does not
make sense.
It is also easy to find that US states with strict mandates have the same
rates of PCR-positive cases as those who do not. The conjecture can be
made that influenza cases are largely reported as Covid-19, based either

on a positive PCR test result or on symptoms alone.
In the US, it is clear that there has been a monetary incentive for
diagnosing the disease and encouraging hospitalizations. The cessation
of other medical procedures and tests during this period clearly is going
to lead to increased overall deaths. The fact that there appears to be no
excess deaths despite this, indicates that the C-19 virus itself was not as
lethal as they claim.
Overall, the death rate in the UK is not out of line with the normal death
rates from other years and clearly not close to the highest in the last 22
years. [1] It is difficult to consider influenza deaths when there appears
to be a bias toward categorizing influenza and other causes as Covid-19
deaths.
Every year and, for that matter, all year long, there is a population of
health-critical individuals who may be overwhelmed by a flu-like illness
and open to pneumonia complications. The questionable Covid-19 PCR
test appears to be keeping the presence of Covid-19 alive, possibly
detecting viruses of the current flu season.
The WHO is now admitting that that this test can be 97% false positives
or more, with higher processing cycle numbers. [3] The argument could
be made that we have an epidemic of testing.
A little exploration of the Office of National Statistics, Public Health
England shows that the numbers for death from influenza and those
from Covid-19 are askew. [7] They show 4649 cases mentioning
influenza and only 380 with influenza only. This means 92% of these
cases had other complicating conditions. However, the same week they
report 6057 cases mentioning Covid-19 and 5387 mentioned only
Covid-19, with 89% being Covid-19 only.
This defies logic. What happened to pneumonia? It is well-known that
flu-like illnesses open one up to pneumonia but, according to the above
numbers, 89% of deaths from this virus were ONLY from this virus. That
does not correlate with the many reports of illnesses with complications
and does not at all correlate with the US CDC’s report that only 6% of
their Covid-19 related deaths were from Covid-19 only, which means

94% had comorbidities or complications, such as pneumonia.
This is pretty much the exact opposite of UK statistics. [8] However, the
CDC is not that far off from the UK’s own death numbers, showing a
small fraction of defined Covid-19 deaths, showing 13,844 deaths from
Covid and 50,000 with Covid. [9]
One could ask what happened to influenza. There appears to be a strong
tendency to list illnesses as Covid-19 to make the situation appear more
dire and possibly more profitable. In the US, there is a financial
incentive to diagnose Covid-19 and encourage hospitalizations.
A sad fact is that unethical medical personnel can talk people into
feeling sicker than they really are, particularly when they are primed by
fears of a deadly virus. From multiple points of view, looking at the lack
of a proper virus isolation and description, the highly variable Covid-19
symptoms, and the fact that a variety of viruses comprise the flu season,
I believe that this undescribed virus is most likely not present anymore,
but there is no way to show that it is or not because the only “evidence”
is the poorly designed PCR test. It is very hard to prove a negative.
[1A] “More evidence of ‘suspicious activity’ at the Wuhan Institute of
Virology emerges”
[https://www.skynews.com.au/details/_6225724386001]
[1] Euromomo, Graphs and Maps
[https://www.euromomo.eu/graphs-and-maps/]
[2] “REPORT: Surge in COVID Coincides w/ Suspiciously Mild Flu
Season”
[https://headlineusa.com/surge-covid-suspicious-flu-season/]
[3] “COVID-19: A Very Different Truth“
[https://thenaturaldoctor.org/article/covid-19-a-very-different-truth/
[4] “Beware Those Excess COVID-19 Death Analyses”

<https://principia-scientific.com/beware-those-excess-covid-19-death-ana
lyses/>
[5] “WHO exposed: How health body changed pandemic criteria to push
agenda”
[https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1281081/who-world-health-organ
isation-coronavirus-latest-swine-flu-covid-19-europe-politics-spt]
[6] “Neither US Nor UK Have ANY Excess Deaths From COVID19” [
[https://principia-scientific.com/?s=neither]
[7] Weekly deaths for January 1–8, 2021
[https://www.ons.gov.uk]
[8] “How Many Americans Has Covid-19 Really Killed?”
[https://principia-scientific.com/?s=How+Many+Americans+Has+Covid19+Really+Killed%3F]
[9] “Breaking: UK Govt’s OWN NUMBERS Expose Their COVID19
Fraud!”
[https://principia-scientific.com/breaking-uk-govts-own-numbers-exposestheir-covid19-fraud/]
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Read full story here…

Depopulation: COVID Causes
Sperm Count In Men To Crater

As a virus, COVID is causing many unexpected effects in human biology,
most of which were initially vehemently denied; brain/neurological
damage, paralysis, internal organ function, etc. However, the attack on
mail sperm may be the most concerning issue.
Before COVID, global population was already in decline with birth rates
falling like a rock. Now is it reported that COVID is damaging testicular
function and pushing birth rates even lower. ⁃ TN Editor
Just when you thought the future couldn’t get much more dystopian,
scientists have issued more stark warnings that COVID-19 is reducing
fertility in men, and could contribute to depopulation of the planet.
Scientists say that there is increasing evidence in patients of testicular
damage and lower sperm counts and mobility, with initial studies
revealing the presence of the virus in semen samples.

Researchers at the Justus-Liebig-University in Germany. along with
scientists from Allameh Tabataba’i University in Iran have reported
significant inflammation markers in samples of testicular tissue from 84
Covid-19 patients.
They discovered that the inflammation and cellular stress were twice as
severe in the Covid-19 positive group as in a control group.
Researchers also noted that sperm was three times slower in COVID
patients, and sperm count in general was much lower.
The study found that sperm concentration was reduced by 516 per
cent, mobility by 209 per cent and sperm cell shape was altered
by 400 per cent.
The researchers further noted that this represents
oligoasthenoteratozoospermia, one of the most common causes of
subfertility in men.
“These effects on sperm cells are associated with lower sperm quality
and reduced fertility potential,” noted lead researcher Behzad Hajizadeh
Maleki.
“Although these effects tended to improve over time, they remained
significantly and abnormally higher in the Covid-19 patients, and the
magnitude of these changes were also related to disease severity,”
Maleki further warned.
In addition, Researchers from the Huazhong University of Science and
Technology in Wuhan (yes, that Wuhan) have issued a call for a long
term study into the effects of the virus on male fertility.
“We propose that there is an urgent need to track male Covid-19
patients during their recovery,” microbiologist Yu Tian and reproductive
biologist Li-quan Zhou noted.
Previous studies have pointed toward a correlation between the virus
and reduced fertility.
Last year a Miami University study found that COVID-19 can

invade tissues in the testicles and impair sperm function.
In January a review of studies published in the journal Open
Biology warned that COVID posses a “global threat to male fertility
potential.”
Spanish scientists have also reported worrying signs of the virus
attacking male reproductive organs.
Read full story here…

